
 

Absoft Chooses Avantra for SAPⓡ Landscape AIOps and IT Operation Automation 

  

Avantra is delighted to announce that Absoft has become the latest business to adopt 
Avantra's industry-leading AIOps, and automation platform for SAP to transform IT 
Operations for its customers’ SAP systems, helping them to improve the business 
experience, performance, and compliance.  

Absoft, a dedicated SAP consultancy offering implementation, cloud services, application, 
and technical managed services to SAP customers, looked for a solution that; 

●      Automates SAP build and run operations. 

●      Enables them to offer customers greater transparency of complete SAP 
landscape health and performance. 

●      Helps them move to proactive problem and performance management. 

●      Will become a foundation for growth that supports the nature of strategically 
important and highly integrated SAP landscapes. 

An important factor in the decision to adopt Avantra is Absoft’s focus on helping 
customers migrate to SAP on cloud, including its partnership with Microsoft for SAP on 
Azure services. Avantra helps Absoft and its customers to achieve a “single pane of glass” 
view across SAP systems, on-premise and cloud, adding value both before and after the 
migration to cloud.  

Absoft is well underway with the adoption of Avantra and deployment to all of its 
customer environments in 2020. Absoft plans to make Avantra a foundational element of 
its future service.  

Robert Macdonald, Absoft’s Innovation and Technology Manager, says: “Absoft has long 
provided its clients with a comprehensive technical monitoring service and has been 
ahead of the curve in that respect. The decision to implement Avantra is reflective of that 
overall approach, allowing us to proactively monitor our clients’ business processes and 
ensure our support is fully aligned with their day-to-day operational needs.”  

Tom Kelly, UK&I Sales Director at Avantra, added: “We’re delighted that Absoft has chosen 
Avantra as a foundational element to their service. Their ambition in the market and vision 
for automated SAP managed services fits well with Avantra’s vision for intelligent, 
self-healing enterprise and we’re excited to be part of their exciting plans for the future.” 

https://www.avantra.com/
https://www.absoft.co.uk/
https://www.absoft.co.uk/next-gen-sap-managed-service/


 
Join Microsft Azure, Absoft, and Avantra in a UKISUG panel discussion about “Resilience by 
design: How to run SAP environments fit for the future.” 

  

About Absoft 

Established in 1991, Absoft is a leading SAP® specialist with project delivery and 
implementation experience in over 40 countries worldwide. Absoft provides SAP ERP 
implementations and support services, process optimization and M&A transition support 
across multiple industries, for both cloud and on-premise systems. Learn more at 
absoft.co.uk 

About Avantra 

Avantra is the industry-leading AIOps platform for SAP automation operations: helping 
companies transform into a self-healing enterprise. Avantra helps SAP customers to 
improve business experience, performance, and compliance, focus valuable resources on 
digital transformation, and reduce operational cost. Avantra delivers a unified operations 
platform, whether on-premises, in the cloud, SaaS, or hybrid, for both Build and Run 
operations. Founded in Switzerland in 2000 with a global presence, Enterprises as well as 
Managed Service Providers trust Avantra to provide them unmatched intelligence and 
insight into their landscape health. Learn more at avantra.com. 
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